
Objective 1. Assess adjustment to Fletch67 defensive ratings and Key against the Run. 

Innovation Discrepancy: Since I use the “Offensive Finder System” to determine the offensive index for 

every play the offense will be in “C” index the majority of the times on neutral downs when facing a very 

good to elite defense, it’s nearly impossible to run against these defenses since, not only is the run 

offense regularly in “C” or “D” but the defense is usually in “G” alignment as well. A prime example is 

the 1985 Chicago Bears, in real life they allowed 3.7 yards per carry, however, in my replay they yielded 

only 2.9 yards per attempt. This is what gave Mark the idea to limit the ceiling and floor of Fletch67. 

Now I trust my friend but was curious to actually see how the numbers stacked up on a few of my 

replays.  An acceptable variance for me is either when the replay mirrors the actual yards per attempt or 

plus/minus 0.1 (i.e., 3.4 replay/3.5 actual or 3.6 replay/3.5 actual). By reviewing the below table, sub 31-

rated defensive teams underperformed 17 out of 22 or 77% of the time. The very good to elite defenses, 

42 rated and higher, over performed 19 out of 24 or 79%.  

 

Implementation: When using Fletch67 to determine the defensive alignment, the ceiling will be 41 (11-

35 for “BEST”, 36-55 for “S”, 56-66 for “WORST” against a called run/pass play) regardless of the 

defenses team rating. So let’s use the 1985 Chicago Bears (Zarb set) as an example, the Bears run 

defense was 49.  Determine how many dice roll lines they would be in “G” alignment using Fletch67 

resulting in 26 lines. Multiply that by 0.2 and add one and use that integer for key rating. For example, 

26 x 0.2 = 5.2 +1 = 6.2 or key rating of 6 or dice rolls 11-16. So whenever Fletch determined the Bears 

were in “G” alignment, an additional roll would be required to see if it fell within their key rating. Now 

the ceiling is 41 so there is a maximum of 18 dice rolls or 18 x 0.2=3.6 +1 = 4.6 or 4 (dice rolls 11 – 14). So 

if the 85 Bears with their 49 run defense was facing the Packers with their 42 rated Run offense. The 

Bears would be +7, so index would be “B” if playing using +8/-8 rules or Green Bay would be -7 against 

the “Offensive Finder System” on a called running play. The Bears run key would be 14. 



The new floor would be 31 (11 – 21 “Best”, 22 – 41 “S”, 42 – 66 “Worst”). The key rating is now 12 or 

dice rolls 11-12 (8 dice rolls were they are in G alignment or 8*0.2=1.6 + 1= 2.6 or a 2 rating).  

Result: During my 1969 AFL replay, I have two teams that are over the ceiling (Kansas City Chiefs – 46 

run defense & Oakland Raiders – 43 run defense) and two teams underneath the floor (Boston Patriots – 

30 run rating and Cincinnati Bengals – 27). During my first replay, the Chiefs run defense was 3.8 

replay/3.9 actual and during this replay they were 2.8/3.9. The Raiders were 2.8/3.8 during my first 

replay and finished at 3.5/3.8 during the second replay. The Patriots were 5.3/4.5 and finished at 4.9/4.5 

during this replay. The Bengals were 5.2/5.1 during the first replay and 4.6/5.1 during the second one. 

The league average was 4.3/4.0 during the first replay and 4.0/4.0 during the second replay. 

Conclusion:  The end result was inclusive, with two teams moving closer to their actual statistics 

(Raiders and Patriots) and two moving further away from their actuals (Bengals and Chiefs). Frankly, I’m 

shocked at the performance of the Kansas City run defense. During the first replay, their Fletch rating 

was 11-44 45-64 65-66 with a key rating of 14 and they finished 0.1 off their actual yards per carry 

allowed. Now, with using the ceiling rating of 11-35 36-55 56-66 with a key rating of 13, they over 

performed by 1.1 yards per carry allowed. If anything else, this demonstrates the power of keeping the 

opposition in “C” index the large majority of the time and how the dice are fickle creatures. Since the 

sample size was small and the league average of the replay mirrored the actual, I’m going to continue to 

evaluate this during my 2002 NFL replay. 

Objective 2. Assess change to Double Coverage (Keying) formula for both Neutral and Situational downs.  

 

Innovation Discrepancy: The “Situational Down and Distance” chart does ensure the frequency of being 

in the right defensive call (D) is correct and it still leaves the chance for blown coverage or audibling into 

a bad play (i.e., draw play versus “S”).  However, it treats all defenses equally with regard to double 

coverage (keying).  

Implementation: During the 1969 AFL season, the Team Defense league average for pass completions 

was 49.8 percent. The Oakland Raiders had the league best of 38.9 percent and the Boston Patriots had 

the league worst of 58.3 percent. Subtract the defensive team’s completion percent (Oakland 38.9) from 

the league average (49.8-38.9=10.9). Divide the sum by 2 (10.9/2=5.45) and then use the integer left of 

the decimal point (0.01 – 0.9 = 0, 5.0 thru 5.9 = 5, etc.). If the end result is a positive number you will 

increase the key rating by that number for all passing situations (3rd > 8 would change from 11-14 to 11-



23).  Let’s determine the Boston Patriot’s rating.  Subtract the defensive team’s completion percent 

(Boston 58.3) from the league average (49.8-58.3= (-8.5)). Divide the sum by 2 (-8.59/2=-4.3) and then 

use the integer that is left of the decimal point (-4.3 = -4). Since the sum is a negative number, reduce 

the key rating by that number for all passing situations (3rd > 8 would change from 11-14 to NO KEY). 

For neutral downs, use the 2nd & > 10 rating instead of using the formula for determining the run key 

rating.  

Result: During my 1969 AFL/NFL replay, the Oakland Raiders allowed the opposition to complete 46.9 

percent of their passes. With this latest innovation, the Raiders opponent’s completion percentage has 

lowered to 45.4. During my first replay, the Boston Patriots allowed 53.9 percent and during this replay 

they are at 53.3 percent. The San Diego Chargers are the only other team that had an adjustment of 

three (negative three). They allowed 57.0 percent in real life, 49.8 during my first replay and 50.0 during 

my current replay. 

Conclusion:  The data from my 1969 AFL/NFL replay was actually better by 0.7 (50.0/49.8 compared to 

50.7/49.8) but I’m a firm believer in not all teams should be treated equally with regard to keying. For 

one, I’m looking forward to using the +4 rating of the 2002 Tampa Bay Buccaneers to see if it really 

distinguishes them from the rest of the field. I believe 70 games is too small of a sample size to get a 

true picture, so I should know the “truth” after completing the 256 games associated with the 2002 

season. 

Objective 3. Assess if change to “Situational Down and Distance” chart affected opponent’s ability to 

convert third down. 

Innovation Discrepancy: The “Situational Down and Distance” chart is generic and treats all defenses 

equally. The defenses that allow a lower completion percentage are the ones that tend to get off the 

field more frequently on third down situations.   

Implementation: Same as Objective 2. 

Result: I’m unable to retrieve league statistics for third down conversions during the 1969 AFL season. I 

just was able to compare the replays against each other. Again using the two extremes, Oakland Raiders 

and Boston Patriots, during the first replay, opponents converted 58.9 percent of their third downs on 

the Oakland Raiders and it has now been reduced to 26.5. Boston Patriots allowed 35 percent 

conversion rated during first replay and that number has barely increased to 35.7 percent. For all other 

teams within the +/- 2 range, the mean average difference between the two replays was 1.4 percent.  

Conclusion: These results just solidify my thinking that all teams are not created equal on being able to 

get off on the field on third downs and shouldn’t be treated as such.  This tweaking of the keying 

(double coverage) rating will go a long way to distinguishing the differences between defensive units.   

Objective 4. Assess frequency and playability of new “Pass Rush Impact” innovation. 

Innovation Discrepancy: An innovation must have a “give and take” element to it to be successful (Yin & 

Yang effect).  Mark Zarb’s “Blitz” innovation that I use is tied to the defensive team sack rating. There 

could be times when a completion could be added on blitz when a team has a negative sack rating. For 

play results 14 thru 19 on a QB’s card, we raise the defensive sack rating by five. If a defensive sack 

rating is still negative, there is a chance that the quarterback escaped the sack and completed a pass. 



The current blitz innovation could give a completion but at no times does the innovation take away a 

completion. Now you can say, the two-line drop on play results 1 thru 12 take away completions but this 

is a by-product of the normal blitz rules and not the innovation.    

Implementation: Team A is on offense and the quarterback completes a pass with play result 6 or 

higher. If team B has a positive sack rating, roll the dice and see if it falls within range. If it falls within the 

range, the pass is considered incomplete. This innovation adds realism and gives teeth to a team with an 

outstanding pass rush.  

Result: Only three of the ten teams had a positive sack rating (Denver +12, Kansas City +13, and Oakland 

+11). I’ve never had more than one pass completion changed to an incompletion because of this 

innovation during a game. On several occasions, it never occurred. However, it’s not the frequency that 

could have an impact but the timing. What if it’s a critical third down and the innovation takes away a 

completed pass, now that’s fun stuff. This innovation didn’t slow down play at all and increased my 

focus on the play result.   

Conclusion: If anything else, this innovation increased my concentration on the play result instead of 

playing on auto-pilot. Sad to say, during the Jets versus Chiefs game, Joe Namath completed a 23-yard 

pass down the seam to TE Pete Lammons but I rolled a 12 (Chiefs had a 13 sack rating) and this negated 

not just a nice gain but a third down conversion. How many times have you seen a great pass rush cause 

an errant pass during a game? For me too many to count. 

In closing, while there was some inconclusive data points, however, nothing was adversely impacted and 

it made the gaming experience feel like “real” football. 

 

 

 


